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1151 PRS1-6F1 Modern 
Minimalist 
American 
Living Room 
Bedroom 
European TV 
Cabinet Set

326.29
This set of modern and simple tv cabinet and tea 
table combo is perfect for a small home, great for 
living rooms and bedrooms. The tv cabinet is made of 
solid wood, available in five sizes and eight colors. 
Choose from 1.2m deep coffee, 1.2m wine red, 1.2m 
walnut, 1.2m ivory, 1.2m pure white, 1.2m wine red 
top ivory, 1.5m deep coffee, 1.5m wine red, 1.5m 
walnut, 1.5m ivory, 1.5m pure white, 1.5m wine red 

1152 PRS1-6F2 Modern 
Chinese Style 
TV Wall Unit 
Living Room 
Decor Shelf 
Rack

83.08
This modern Chinese-style living room background 
wall cabinet decoration shelf is simple and ready to 
hang. It is available in sizes ranging from 1.8 metres to 
3 metres. It consists of four individual squares and on 
the right side there are five layers, regardless of the 
size. The materials used are solid wood multi-layer 
board. The colors available are black and white. This 
cabinet decoration shelf is a perfect combination of 

1153 PRS1-6F3 American Solid 
Wood TV 
Cabinet 
Combination 
Simple Living 
Room Small 
Room Raw 
Wood Tea 
Table TV 
Cabinet 
Bestseller 
Furniture

988.25
This set of simple living room furniture features a 
warm wood texture and is perfect for small spaces. 
The set includes a 1.2m, 1.4m, 1.6m, 1.8m, 2.0m, 
2.2m and 2.4m television cabinets, a single drawer 
teaside cabinet, and a double and single door 
wardrobe cabinet. The North American white lacquer 
finish brings a bright modern look while the solid 
wood construction ensures plenty of stability. The 

1154 PRS1-6F4 Chinese Style 
Solid Wood TV 
Cabinet Tea 
Table Set 
Luxury Home 
Living Room 
Storage 
Wardrobe Low 
Cabinet 
Furniture

603
This set of Chinese style solid wood TV cabinet, tea 
table and storage cabinet is perfect for a modern and 
simple luxury look in your living room. This set 
contains 1.83m purple sandalwood TV cabinet, 1pc 
side cabinet and 4pc tea table with different colors 
(purple sandalwood, black sandalwood, red 
sandalwood and yellow sandalwood). The TV cabinet 
is made of high-quality solid wood with a fine surface 

1155 PRS1-6F5 Modern 
Minimalist TV 
Cabinet Tea 
Table Combo

589.6
This modern minimalist TV cabinet and tea table 
combination is suitable for small home layouts. It has 
two sizes, long and short. The long size is available in 
full black, black and gray, black and white, walnut and 
gray, walnut and white, and original wood and white 
colors. The short size is available in full black, black 
and gray, black and white, walnut and gray, and 
walnut and white colors. The material is durable and 
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1156 PRS1-6F6 Nordic TV 
Cabinet Combo 
Modern 
Minimalist 
Living Room 
Low Cabinet 
Ground 
Cabinet TV 
Cabinet Long 
Length

472.35
This contemporary Scandinavian-inspired living room 
furniture set is perfect for a small living room. 
Included in this set is a black and toned TV cabinet 
varying in size of 180*40*25 cm, 200*40*25 cm, 
220*40*25 cm, and 240*40*25 cm. Also, a TV cabinet 
extended length of 300*40*25 cm, an tea table of 
100*50*35 cm, 120*60*35 cm, 130*70*35 cm, and 
140*80*35 cm. And, two storage drawers in size of 

1157 PRS1-6F7 Modern 
Minimalist TV 
Cabinet 
Combination

1145.7
This modern minimalist European tea table and TV 
cabinet combination is perfect for small living rooms. 
It consists of a 1.8 meter TV cabinet (color to be 
specified), a 2.0 meter TV cabinet (color to be 
specified), a 2.2 meter TV cabinet (color to be 
specified), a 2.4 meter TV cabinet (color to be 
specified), a 1.2 meter tea table (color to be 
specified), a 1.4 meter tea table (color to be 

1158 PRS1-6F8 Nordic TV 
Cabinet Tea 
Table 
Combination 
Black Walnut 
Color 
Telescopic TV 
Cabinet 
Modern 
Minimalist 
Small 
Apartment 
Floor Cabinet

589.6
This Nordic style TV cabinet is a combination of a tea 
table and an extendable TV stand, which creates an 
elegant and modern look for small spaces. It is 
available in BlackwithWalnut, All Black, 
BlackwithWhite Woodgrain, WalnutwithWhite 
Woodgrain, BlackwithGrey, Original WoodwithWhite, 
WalnutwithGrey, and all Original Wood colors. 
Additionally, there are variations with White Drawers, 

1159 PRS1-6F9 Scandinavian 
Modern TV 
Stand Coffee 
Table Set

77.05
This Scandinavian modern TV cabinet coffee table 
living room combination features extendable TV 
cabinet with various size options. The high cabinet 
comes in your choice of colors, while the small 
cabinet with white frame and black drawer offers a 
touch of luxury to your home. The extendable two 
drawer color options include: full white, white frame 
with grey drawer, light frame with white drawer, 

1160 PRS1-6F10 Modern 
Minimalist TV 
Unit Marble 
Nordic 
Furniture Set

777.2
This European Tea Table and TV Cabinet Combination 
set is an ideal choice for your modern and minimalist 
living room. It provides various options of furnitures 
in various sizes and colors, with wood and marble 
surfaces. With this combination set, you can choose 
from 1.8M TV Cabinet (super value wood surface), 
2.0M, 2.2M and 2.4M TV Cabinets; 1.2M, 1.3M, 1.4M 
and 1.6M Tea Tables; 1.3M Tea Table and 2.0M TV 

1161 PRS1-6F11 Redwood 
Chinese Living 
Room TV 
Cabinet Tea 
Table Storage 
Cabinet

1493.43
Made of Genunie Pometia, a luxury wood, this 
Chinese style TV Cabinet set is perfect for storing 
television, electric appliances, and other items. There 
are more than 21 styles for your selection. The sizes 
vary with the different length from 2.0 meters, 2.2 
meters, 2.4 meters, 2.8 meters and above 3 meters. 
Once you select the style, you will need to select the 
length option for the corresponding length to get the 
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1162 PRS1-6F12 Wood TV 
Cabinet Tea 
Table 
Combination

536
This simple, modern living room TV cabinet combo 
includes tea tables of various sizes and colors. The tea 
tables are made of mahogany, varnish, and teak 
wood. The sizes range from 100cm to 140cm. The 
colors available are mahogany, varnish, and teak 
wood. The TV cabinet measures 150*37*45 and its 
color can be chosen amongst mahogany, varnish, and 
teak wood. All products are made of rubbered wood 

1163 PRS1-6F13 Modern Simple 
Oak Storage 
Cabinet TV 
Wall Small 
Apartment 
Living Room 
Solid Wood 
Cabinet

1306.5
This modern and minimalistic oak TV cabinet is 
specifically designed for small living rooms. It includes 
6 doors with 5 different sizes, ranging from 
1350*320*400mm to 2200*320*400mm. The main 
body is made of real wood and finished in warm, 
earthy colors that create a pleasant atmosphere. It 
has plenty of storage space and can be used to store 
various items like books, DVDs, and other media. Its 

1164 PRS1-6F14 Home Theater 
Laser Projector 
TV Cabinet

1675
This TV cabinet is tailored and designed for Laser 
Projection Equipment, and able to open and close 
along with the open and close of the Laser TV. With 
an X3 electric retractable platform, this smart electric 
laser projection cabinet is the perfect choice for your 
home theater. Made of E1 grade environmental MDF 
panels, in line with safety standards of protecting 
children, pregnant women and elderly people. The 

1165 PRS1-6F15 Modern 
Multipurpose 
Wooden 
Cabinet

428.8
Our all solid wood TV cabinet is a perfect modern and 
simple addition to any living room or bedroom, 
allowing storage and convenient use of TV sets. It 
includes variants 861, 812, 611 and 610. The product 
comes in two colors: walnut and black walnut. It is 
made from 100% European solid oak wood and 
finished with environmentally friendly paint providing 
a modern and elegant atmosphere. The cabinet 

1166 PRS1-6F16 Scandinavian 
TV Cabinet Tea 
Table Set for 
Small Spaces

92.46
This is a minimalistic and luxurious Nordic-style TV 
cabinet and tea table set suitable for small living 
rooms. It comes with an extendable TV cabinet to 
save space. It has six different colors and sizes for you 
to choose from: all-white 1 or 2 draw S-shaped; high-
grade grey and white marble two draw S-shaped; 
light walnut and white two draw S-shaped; white and 
grey two draw S-shaped; white and colourful two 

1167 PRS1-6F17 Scandinavian 
TV Console 
Table Set

589.6
This Scandinavian TV Cabinet and Coffee Table 
Combination is perfect for modern and contemporary 
households. It is a extendable TV cabinet in black, 
white and various sizes for any room. It is made of 
premium and durable materials with a simplistic 
design. The cabinet comes in two sizes: a long 
rectangular cabinet and a short rectangular cabinet 
for those short on space. Each cabinet is available in a 

1168 PRS1-6F18 Modern TV 
Cabinet Coffee 
Table Set

795.29
This modern and minimalistic TV Cabinet Set is 
perfect for a small living room. The TV Cabinet is 
made of solid multiple-layered wood and comes in six 
different sizes, ranging from 1.6m to 3m in height. In 
a black finish, the TV Cabinet has a plenty of storage. 
It also offers a 1.6m or 1.8m high model, 2m, 2.2m, 
2.4m and 3m low model. This piece is perfect for 
those who need organisation and convenience.Please 
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1169 PRS1-6F19 Nordic Coffee 
Table Set 
Walnut Living 
Room 
Furniture TV 
Cabinet

589.6
This Nordic TV cabinet tea table combination walnut 
color living room furniture set for small space offers 
different sizes for TV cabinet, from 1.6m to 3.0m. It 
comes with two different levels of heights, 25cm and 
35cm respectively. It is made with wood and wood 
veneer, giving it a simple and elegant look. The 
walnut color adds to its classic look, making it a 
perfect addition to any living room.Please be noted, 

1170 PRS1-6F20 Italian 
Minimalist TV 
Cabinet

3886
This modern and simple TV cabinet is sleek, 
sophisticated and stylish. It's the perfect addition to 
any living room. Crafted with high-end black oak 
wood, this durable and sturdy cabinet measures 
2200x380x460mm and features a natural wood grain 
finish that adds warmth and beauty. This 
contemporary TV cabinet gives any living area a 
contemporary feel. It is also built with ample storage 

1171 PRS1-6F21 Nordic TV 
Cabinet Living 
Room Home 
Storage Tea 
Table Set 
Modern 
Simplistic Sizes

589.6
This modern and minimalist Scandinavian TV Cabinet 
is the perfect addition to a living room. This 
combination of TV cabinet, sideboard, and tea table 
comes in eight color options. It is made of solid wood 
covered with leather. The sizes available are 
180x40x43 cm (3 drawers), 200x40x43 cm (3 
drawers), 220x40x43 cm (4 drawers), 240x40x43 cm 
(4 drawers), 60x40x63 cm (2 cupboards), 60x40x83 

1172 PRS1-6F22 Modern Luxury 
Minimalist 
Teak TV 
Console Set for 
Small Living 
Room

552.08
This combination of TV cabinet and tea table set is 
perfect for small living rooms. It features a telescopic 
TV cabinet in walnut color, big and small round tea 
tables also in walnut color, side cabinets in walnut 
color, and a 1.2 m, 1.4 m, or 1.6 m granite tabletop. 
Made of solid wood, this set efficiently blends 
modern and very design elements to bring a touch of 
luxe to your home. Durable, this combo is sure to 

1173 PRS1-6F23 Modern 
Minimalist 
Furniture Sets 
TV Cabinet 
Console Table

1527.6
This modern and stylish designer furniture set has 
everything you need to enhance the look of your 
living room. It includes a 2 meter champagne gold 
television cabinet with a tempered glass face and a 
2.2 meter version. Both of them come in black as 
well. The countertops of the cabinets are made of 
marble for a luxurious look, or rockboard for a more 
natural feel. Finally,the set is completed by a tea table 

1174 PRS1-6F24 TV Cabinet 
Modern 
Minimalistic 
Tea Table 
Combination 
Small 
Apartment 
Nordic Simple 
Home TV 
Cabinet Low 
Cabinet Living 
Room Cabinet

40.2
Our modern and stylish TV cabinet sets are perfect for 
small homes and apartments. They come in various 
sizes and colors to meet various needs. They are 
constructed with quality materials and craftsmanship 
to ensure long lasting use and enjoyment. Our 
cabinet sets range in size from 90cm to 140cm. We 
have a range of colors, including warm white, Nordic 
maple & white and blue pine & white in both five grid 
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1175 PRS1-6F25 Modern 
Minimalist 
Economical 
Living Room 
Storage 
Cabinet Nordic 
Style White

125.96
This modern and economic living room furniture set is 
a great choice for small homes. The set, which comes 
in a white Nordic style, includes two pieces of 
furniture--a television cabinet and a coffee table--and 
is available in a variety of sizes. The television cabinet 
comes in sizes of 1.2m, 1.5m, 1.8m and 2.0m, and can 
be purchased with or without assembly. The coffee 
table comes in 1.0m and 1.2m sizes and is available 

1176 PRS1-6F26 Minimalist 
Marble TV 
Cabinet 
Combination

2465.6
This light luxury marble tea table TV cabinet 
combination is a modern and simple television 
cabinet for home use in small spaces. It comes in four 
varieties:Mo Yu Black Television Cabinet (180cm), Mo 
Yu Black Television Cabinet (200cm), Ya Shi White 
Television Cabinet (180cm) and Ya Shi White 
Television Cabinet (200cm). The cabinets are made of 
durable materials and come in both black and white 

1177 PRS1-6F27 Scandinavian 
TV Cabinet Tea 
Table 
Combination 
Living Room Set

85.76
This modern and minimalist living room set includes a 
telescopic Nordic TV cabinet, tea table, small 
household wall cabinet and floor cabinet. It is a 
luxurious yet lightweight furniture piece. It comes in 
various sizes, colors and materials. The sizes of the 
telescopic Nordic TV cabinets come in two-drawer S-
shaped and three-drawer S-shaped. Color ranges 
from white, grey, white and grey, white and dazzling, 

1178 PRS1-6F28 Modern TV 
Cabinet Tea 
Table

1038.5
This modern living room furniture set includes a TV 
cabinet and a tea table. The TV cabinet has four sizes 
available: 1.8m, 2.0m, 2.2m, and 2.4m, with the same 
color of light coffee door. The tea table is 1.35m long, 
and also comes in 1.5m rectangular shape with the 
same color of light coffee door. There is also a 
combination of a TV cabinet and tea table, in 
1.8mwith1.35m, 2.0mwith1.35m, 2.2mwith1.35m, 

1179 PRS1-6F29 Minimalist 
Smart Electric 
Tray Projector 
Cabinet 
Theatre with 
Shrinkable 
Laser TV 
Cabinet

790.6
This modern minimalist media cabinet is the perfect 
solution for a complete home theatre experience. It 
includes a telescoping platform, smart electric short 
cabinet, Starlee 2.4m electric smart cabinet, Starlee 
3m electric smart cabinet, Jupiter 2.4m electric smart 
cabinet, Jupiter 3m electric smart cabinet, 2.4m (left 
and right) rock plate cabinet, 3m (left and right) rock 
plate cabinet, and a dedicated cabinet for rising 

1180 PRS1-6F30 Modern 
Minimalist TV 
Cabinet Tea 
Table Set

488.43
This modern, minimalist living room set includes a TV 
cabinet, tea table, and side table crafted from strong, 
tempered glass. The TV cabinet comes in three sizes 
to choose from: 1.8meter, 2.0meter, and 2.2meter, 
and the tempered glass tea tables come in 1.3meter 
and 1.4meter sizes. An imported granitium board tea 
table is also available in 1.3meter or 1.4meter size. 
The side table is also crafted from tempered glass and 

1181 PRS1-6F31 Modern 
Minimalist TV 
Stand Tea 
Table Combo 
Small Space 
Rubberwood 
American 
Living Room

536
This modern, simple, and elegant set of furniture for 
small spaces consists of a TV cabinet and three coffee 
tables. The TV cabinet is made of rubber wood and 
comes in three colors:walnut, lacquered, and 
bubinga. The coffee tables are also made of rubber 
wood and come in three sizes and colors:walnut, 
lacquered, and bubinga in 100cm, 120cm and 140cm. 
All the pieces of furniture come with smooth finishes 
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1182 PRS1-6F32 Modern 
Minimalist TV 
Cabinet Set

790.6
This Chinese solid wood TV cabinet combination is 
perfect for modern and simple modern small-sized 
apartments. The set includes a 1.5m TV cabinet with 
single drawer, 1.8m TV cabinet with two drawers, a 
tea table, high cabinet and side cabinet. The color, 
size and materials of the cabinets can be tailored to 
your preference. It is a high-quality, modern and 
spacious option that can make your living room more 

1183 PRS1-6F33 Modern 
Minimalist 
Living Room 
Furniture Set

1125.6
This modern and minimalist furniture set for small 
living rooms is just what you need for a stylish yet 
cozy look. The set includes a 1.8m TV cabinet, a 2.0m 
TV cabinet, a 1.3m tea table, a 0.6m tall side cabinet, 
and a combination of TV cabinet and tea table with 
both large and small round shapes in either black or 
white. All pieces are constructed using luxury stone 
board materials, giving any room a stylish look that 

1184 PRS1-6F34 Small Modern 
Minimalist 
Luxury Master 
Bedroom 
Narrow 
Storage Cabinet

857.6
This bedroom TV cabinet is a small, narrow and 
modern model with a luxurious and small household 
design. It is a slim and high edition with a storage 
cabinet for the master bedroom. It comes in nine 
sizes and colors with champagne gray, white and 
champagne gray respectively measuring 
1.23x0.24x0.88 meters, 1.43x0.24x0.88 meters, 
1.63x0.24x0.88 meters and 1.83x0.24x0.88 meters 

1185 PRS1-6F35 Italian Luxury 
TV Cabinet 
Modern 
Minimalist 
Small 
Apartment TV 
Cabinet High 
End Living 
Room Cabinet 
Bakelite 
Process 
American Style

2599.6
This television cabinet features a modern and 
minimalist design, perfect for small living rooms. 
Crafted with a lacquered finish, it is available in a 
range of sizes and colors, including 2m in high-grade 
shades of light gray, blue, black and white, as well as 
2.2m in the same shades. With a stylish look, this 
television cabinet provides a contemporary touch to 
the home décor. Made of durable materials, it is the 

1186 PRS1-6F36 Modern Wall 
Mounted Living 
Room TV 
Cabinet TV 
Background 
Wall Storage 
Whole House 
Customized 
Furniture 
Design

1340
This all-in-one, custom designed furniture is perfect 
for any modern living room. A combination of wall-
mounted, suspended television cabinet and television 
background wall allows for optimal storage, achieving 
both style and practicality. It is available in a range of 
sizes and colors, and is made from high-quality 
materials for durability. With its sleek look, it will add 
a contemporary flair to your home.Please be noted, 

1187 PRS1-6F37 Modern 
Minimalist 
black TV 
cabinet for 
small home 
living room 
luxury Italian 
style 
combination

904.5
This modern and minimalistic living room set is 
perfect for small living spaces. The set comes with a 
1.8m television cabinet, a 2.0m television cabinet, a 
1.3m tea table, a 1.4m tea table, a 0.95m wine 
cabinet, a 3-drawer storage side cabinet, a 1.8m 
television cabinet and a 1.3m tea table combination, 
a 2.0m television cabinet and a 1.4m tea table 
combination, a 1.8m television cabinet and a 1.3m 
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1188 PRS1-6F38 Modern 
Elegant Italian 
Living Room TV 
Cabinet Set

790.6
This modern, minimalist Italian-style living room set 
for small households is perfect for cozy spaces and 
consists of a TV cabinet with several different sizes. 
Choose from 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.8, 2.0, 2.2, and 2.4 
meter TV cabinets and a 1.4-meter tea table. 
Matching two-drawer sideboards and a circular tea 
table are also available in gold. Whether you're 
looking for a more modern atmosphere or a luxurious 

1189 PRS1-6F39 Scandinavian 
TV Cabinet Tea 
Table Combo 
Minimal Luxury 
Small 
Apartment 
Cabinet 
Natural Wood 
Expandable TV 
Stand

576.2
This Nordic TV cabinet tea table combination is a 
modern stylish mini-apartment cabinet. It comes with 
a lengthened original wood-color and white (with 
round corner) or round-corner lengthened original 
wood-color and white drawer TV cabinet, round-
corner lengthened full original wood-color TV cabinet, 
lengthened black and white (with round corner), 
lengthened walnut and white (with round corner), 

1190 PRS1-6F40 Chinese Solid 
Wood TV 
Cabinet Living 
Room Furniture

817.4
This tv cabinet has a minimalist design suitable for 
small spaces. Made with full solid wood and faux 
retro tv cabinet, this piece provides extra long 
storage. The dimensions to choose from are: 
160*46*41cm, 180*46*41cm, 200*46*41cm, 
220*46*41cm and 240*46*41cm. Also with two 
unique looks: one with the elephant-head design, and 
the other with the Roman style used in combination 

1191 PRS1-6F41 Modern 
Minimalist TV 
Console Coffee 
Table Set

902.49
This modern and minimalistic TV stand and tea table 
set will bring an air of luxury to your home. It is 
available in three colors: Xiaohui Grey, Apricot and 
Dark Grey. The TV stand measures 1.8 meters and is 
made of rock panel. And the smaller tea table 
measures 1.2 meters. Both pieces are made from high-
quality materials and are sure to make a lasting 
impression.Please be noted, our websites are under 

1192 PRS1-6F42 American Solid 
Wood Tea 
Cabinet TV 
Cabinet 
Combination 
Small 
Apartment 
Living Room 
Storage 
Cabinet 
Modern 
Minimalist 
Furniture

1155.75
This exquisite collection of American solid wood 
furniture is perfect for small living areas. It includes a 
M05 arched TV cabinet in four sizes: 1.6m, 1.8m, 
2.0m, and 2.2m. There is also a T05 arched tall 
cabinet and a T03 arched low cabinet, both available 
in white. The P05 arched sideboard is also available in 
white wax. The classic M03 TV cabinets are 1.2m and 
1.4m respectively. Each furniture piece is crafted from 

1193 PRS1-6F43 Scandinavian 
White 
Waxwood TV 
Cabinet

2170.8
This Nordic white wax solid wood TV cabinet is ideal 
for any modern living room. The cabinet comes in a 
variety of sizes: 1500*400*515mm, 
1800*400*515mm, 2000*400*515mm, 
2200*400*515mm, and 1500 mm in walnut color. It is 
made of real wood and features two or four drawers 
for storage and organization. The walnut color adds a 
beautiful contrast to any interior. The solid wood 
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1194 PRS1-6F44 Hanging TV 
Cabinet 
Creamy Wind 
Tea Set Home 
Small Wall 
Mounted 
Cabinet

348.4
This TV Cabinet Combination is a perfect fit for small 
homes. The combination includes an 1.8 meter TV 
Cabinet (Available both in Regular and ChangHong 
glass), 2 meter TV Cabinet (Regular), 2.2 meter TV 
Cabinet (Regular), 2.4 meter TV Cabinet (Regular), 
and a 1.2,1.3 meter Butterfly tea table. The TV 
cabinet is constructed with cream colored wood, 
supporting material choices of MDF, particle board, 

1195 PRS1-6F45 Modern 
Minimalist 
Living Room Set

770.5
This TV cabinet, tea table and side cabinet set feature 
a modern and simple design for smaller living spaces. 
The 1.1 meter extendable slate board tea table is 
available in both pan truffle and butter cream styles. 
The B321 slate board tea table is a great option. 
Choose between the new rise and fall lighted tea 
table and the T21 TV cabinet plus 1971 tea table, the 
6351 TV cabinet plus 1971 tea table, the Z51 TV 

1196 PRS1-6F46 Modern Sleek 
TV Stand Buffet 
Adjustable 
Teleconsole 
Table 
Combination

192.96
This modern and minimalistic TV cabinet for a small 
living room consists of seven items, namely a single-
directional and expandable warm white TV cabinet, a 
single-directional and expandable warm white TV 
cabinet with 12 points, a single-directional and 
expandable warm white TV cabinet with 13 points, a 
double-directional and expandable warm white TV 
cabinet, a double-directional and expandable warm 

1197 PRS1-6F47 Minimal Luxury 
TV Stand 
Coffee Table 
Set for Small 
Modern Living 
Room

710.2
This modern, minimalist, sleek and stylish furniture 
set for smaller living spaces consists of an Italian grey 
slate and grey cabinet 1,3 meters tea table, and 
Italian grey slate and grey cabinets in sizes of 1,8 
meters, 2,0 meters, 2,2 meters, 2,4 meters, 2,6 
meters, 2,8 meters, 3,0 meters, 3,2 meters, and 3,6 
meters. The Italian grey slate and grey cabinets 
feature modern, elegant and clean designs that are 

1198 PRS1-6F48 Modern 
Minimalist TV 
Stand and 
Coffee Table 
Combination 
Glass Steel 
Paint Home 
Living Room 
Small Space

636.5
This modern and stylish TV cabinet, tea table and 
combination is perfect for small room living. Made of 
tempered glass and baked paint, it is available in 
various sizes and colors to fit nicely into any living 
space. This combination includes a 1.6m middle main 
cabinet, a 1.9m middle main cabinet, 1.2m and 1.4m 
tea tables, and a 1.6m main cabinet with 1.2m and 
1.4m tea tables. Additionally, the combination 

1199 PRS1-6F49 Italian Luxury 
Marble TV 
Cabinet Tea 
Table Set Small 
Living Room 
Modern 
Minimalist 
Designer Style 
TV Stand

2331.6
This is an Italian style light luxury granite TV cabinet 
tea table set combination for a small apartment living 
room. It consists of a light luxury titanium gold 
brushed TV cabinet in two sizes; 2.0 meters, 2.2 
meters and 2.4 meters, together with a titanium gold 
large and small round tea table set, titanium gold 
large and small round tea table set, titanium gold 
square tea table set and pewter steel square tea table 
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1200 PRS1-6F50 Modern 
Minimalist 
Nordic 
Functional 
Bedside TV 
Cabinet 
Storage Unit 
Luxury Saddle 
Leather

2599.6
This modern, minimalist Scandinavian style bedroom 
storage cabinet is perfect to add a touch of luxury to 
any space. It is made with a beautiful marbled leather 
bedside cabinet and multi-functional rock board 
storage cabinet. The storage cabinet comes in five 
sizes  1.8m, 2.0m, 2.2m, 2.4m and custom colors  to 
fit different spaces. All cabinets come in high-grade 
grey color and are made with a durable, wear-

1201 PRS1-6F51 New Slim 
Hanging TV 
Cabinet Tea 
Table Set for 
Smaller Rooms

850.9
This new ultra-thin hanging TV cabinet and tea table 
combination is perfect for a small living room or 
bedroom. It includes 1.8m TV cabinet (width 30, 
height 25) in black color, 2.0m TV cabinet (width 30, 
height 25) in black color, 2.2m TV cabinet (width 30, 
height 25) in black color, 2.4m TV cabinet (width 30, 
height 25) in black color, 3.0m TV cabinet (width 30, 
height 25) in black color and 1.3m tea table (width 70, 

1202 PRS1-6F52 Modern Luxury 
Minimalistic TV 
Stand Coffee 
Table Set Home 
Italian Ground 
Cupboard 
Scandinavian 
Floor Cabinet

1018.4
This modern and elegant super long granite panel TV 
cabinet and tea table combination home set offers a 
variety of options for people with large households. 
The set comes in sizes ranging from 1.3m for the tea 
table, 1.86m for the TV cabinet, 2.4m, 3.0m and 3.6m 
for the larger TV cabinet. All the panels are made of 
high quality imported granite, complemented with 
classic and sleek metal bases. This set also includes a 

1203 PRS1-6F53 Modern Italian 
Living Room TV 
Cabinet Coffee 
Table Set

1748.7
This product is a luxury TV Cabinet and tea table set, 
ideal for placing in the living or bedroom area. It is 
available in three different sizes: 180 cm, 200 cm, and 
220 cm; and also three different colors: moorland, 
ivory white, and plain white. It is made from a 
durable mineral board, so you can use it for a long 
time without worrying about it being worn. The set 
includes a TV cabinet and a tea table. And it also 

1204 PRS1-6F54 Modern 
Minimalistic 
Economical 
Wooden TV 
Cabinet Tea 
Table Set 
Chinese Living 
Room Storage

314.9
This modern and economic Chinese-style TV cabinet 
set is made of solid wood and includes TV cabinet, 
side cabinet and tea table. It comes in various sizes, 
colors and materials. The short version is available in 
Walnut, Seagrape and Natural wood colors. The sizes 
range from 1.6 to 2.3 meters. The long version of this 
set is available in Walnut, Seagrape and Natural wood 
colors and come in sizes ranging from 1.8 to 3.3 

1205 PRS1-6F55 Modern 
Minimalist 
Wooden Living 
Room 
Furniture TV 
Cabinet Set

736.33
This modern and stylish furniture set for small spaces 
is perfect for any home. It is made of imported one-
piece panel. It consists of 1.8m and 2m TV cabinets, 
2.2m and 2.4m TV cabinets, 1.2m and 1.3m tea tables 
and 1.8m, 2m and 2.4m TV cabinets with sides. The 
color selection includes white, black, brown and grey. 
The material is solid wood, so the set is extremely 
durable and should last for years. The clean, 
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1206 PRS1-6F56 Imported Stone 
Panel Tea Table 
TV Cabinet 
Combination 
Modern 
Simplistic Light 
Luxury Home 
Living Room 
Size Floor 
Cabinet

1018.4
This modern minimalist Italian-style luxury living 
room furniture set includes an imported granite 
coffee table, TV cabinets in different sizes and a floor 
cabinet. The coffee table is 1.3 meters long and is 
made from durable high-quality granite. There are 
also TV cabinets measuring 1.86, 2.4, 3 and 3.6 
meters respectively. You can choose from different 
combinations as well, such as a 1.3 meter coffee table 

1207 PRS1-6F57 Scandinavian 
Luxury Marble 
TV Stand Set 
for Small Home

359.79
This Nordic minimalist luxury marble rock panel living 
room floor tea table TV cabinet combination modern 
simple home small type is composed of 8 pieces, the 
size, color and material are as followed: TV cabinet 
2205-120CM with stone grain board; TV cabinet 2205-
140CM with stone grain board; TV cabinet 2205-
160CM with stone grain board; TV cabinet 2205-
180CM with stone grain board; TV cabinet 2205-

1208 PRS1-6F58 Modern Luxury 
Wall Mounted 
Floating TV 
Stand Coffee 
Table Set Living 
Room Size Solid 
Rock Panel TV 
Stand

1594.6
This modern luxury wall hanging suspended TV 
cabinet and tea table combination living room set is 
made from real wood, perfect for all sizes of living 
room. It is available in two colors, white and black. 
The TV cabinet measures 0.8m,1.2m, 1.6m, 2.0m, 
2.2m, and 2.4m depending on the wall hanging or 
floor standing type. The tea table measures 1.3m, 
1.4m, and 2.4m. This stylishly elegant set is sure to be 

1209 PRS1-6F59 Simple Modern 
Living Room TV 
Cabinet 
Storage Cabinet

1125.6
This elegant modern TV cabinet is perfect for small-
spaced living rooms. It is made of imported rock 
panel, available in multiple sizes to accommodate 
your needs: 1.8 meters, 2.0 meters, 2.2 meters, 2.4 
meters and 3.6 meters. The TV cabinet is designed for 
storing and organizing items and comes in a soothing 
cream color. It also features a coffee table, available 
in the same sizes as the TV cabinet, plus the 

1210 PRS1-6F60 Modern 
Minimalist 
Luxury TV 
Cabinet and 
Tea Table Set

1130.96
This modern, minimalist and sophisticated living room 
set is composed of Pandora slate TV cabinets and tea 
tables. The TV cabinets come in sizes ranging from 
1.8m, 2.0m, 2.2m, to 2.4m, and the tea tables come in 
1.1m, 1.3m, and 1.6m. The base material is quality 
slate, available in a variety of colors, to fit any interior 
decor. The set will look stunning in your living room 
and evoke an aura of modern sophistication in any 

1211 PRS1-6F61 Modern Simple 
Stone TV Stand 
TV Cabinet 
Combination 
Small 
Apartment 
Luxury High 
End TV Cabinet

398.65
This modern and minimalist TV console combination 
set is perfect for small living rooms. Made of 6mm 
rectangular slate, the set includes a tea table of 1.2m, 
1.3m and 1.4m length. It also includes a single-drawer 
TV console with two drawers and a double-drawer TV 
console with four drawers. The 1.2m and 1.3m tea 
table can both be combined with either the single or 
double-drawered TV console for a complete luxury 
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1212 PRS1-6F62 Wood TV 
Cabinet Tea 
Table Combo

256.61
This modern home storage cabinet set is composed of 
a television cabinet, tea table and side cabinet 
suitable for small apartments. It features a narrow-
style design, with the width of the cabinet being 24 
cm. The sizes of the television cabinet are available in 
1.2 m, 1.4 m, 1.6 m, 1.8 m and 2.0 m, and it comes in 
two colors: walnut and purple sandalwood. This 
cabinet set is crafted out of solid wood, making it 

1213 PRS1-6F63 Modern Luxury 
Living Room 
FurnitureTV 
Stand Coffee 
Table Set

1567.8
This modern minimalist living room consists of a TV 
cabinet and coffee table set made of solid wood and 
light luxury. The TV cabinet has three different sizes: 
2m, 2.2m, and 2.4m. The coffee table also has two 
sizes available: 1.3m and 1.4m. The sleek design is 
made of solid wood, offering a high-end feel to your 
home. The combination of these two pieces is perfect 
for providing a modern touch to any living 

1214 PRS1-6F64 White High Leg 
Storage 
Cabinet for 
Minimalist 
Italian Style 
Living and 
Bedroom

1171.83
This set of designer storage solutions is ideal for small 
and medium living rooms and bedrooms. Featuring 
minimalist designs in solid wood, this set includes a 
180CM television cabinet, 210CM television cabinet, 
120CM coffee table, 120CM coffee table (upgraded), 
55CM side cabinet (upgraded), 90CM dining side 
cabinet, offering plenty of storage and style for all 
your living needs. All components are finished in 

1215 PRS1-6F65 Luxury Shelf 
Tea Table 
Floating TV 
Cabinet 
Combination 
Small 
Apartment 
Living Room 
Modern 
Minimalistic 
Hanging 
Cabinet

857.6
This contemporary styled home furniture set provides 
a great solution for small apartments. Featuring a 
hanging cabinet,Mango Wood tea tables in both 
round and square shape, this furniture setis sure to 
be a stylish addition to any living space.The hanging 
cabinet measures 2206#2m, 2206#2.2m and 
2206#2.4m in sizes, and is available in a slim design 
that gives a modern feel.The Mango Wood tea tables 

1216 PRS1-6F66 White Lacquer 
TV Cabinet Tea 
Table 
Combination 
Compact Living 
Room

1661.6
This luxurious and modern cream-colored lacquered 
TV cabinet living room set is perfect for small 
households. The set contains a TV cabinet and a tea 
table, varying in size according to the customer's 
preference. There are two different models available: 
one with a two-meter-long TV cabinet, and the other 
with a two-meter-and-two-centimeter-long TV 
cabinet. Both of these options have an accompanying 

1217 PRS1-6F67 Scandinavian 
TV Cabinet 
Walnut Colo

723.6
This Nordic-style TV Cabinet is the perfect addition to 
any living room. Its minimalist design includes a 
combination of walnut and white,black PVC, creating 
a sleek and modern look. Coming in a variety of sizes, 
customers can choose from one of six combinations: 
walnut and white,black PVC, black and white,black 
PVC, or grey and white,black PVC. The TV Cabinet is 
constructed with high-grade laminated board and 
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1218 PRS1-6F68 Modern 
Minimalist 
Wooden Frame 
TV Low Cabinet 
New Chinese 
Style Small 
Living Room 
Home Cinema 
Cabinet Walnut 
Color Bedroom

426.12
This living room set offers an exquisite combination of 
modern and traditional designs. It features a walnut-
colored low-profile TV cabinet, a walnut-colored TV 
cabinet with white trim, a walnut-colored tea table, a 
walnut-colored tea table with white trim, a 
combination set of walnut-colored tea table and TV 
cabinet, and a combination set of walnut-colored tea 
table and TV cabinet with white trim. Each piece is 

1219 PRS1-6F69 Ikea Modern 
Light Luxury 
Cream Living 
Room Tablesets

682.73
This modern and sleek TV cabinet, with a small size 
and a luxe finish, is a combo of a TV cabinet and a 
coffee table, perfect for your living room. The cabinet, 
comes in a creamy white hue and is made with a 
combination of high quality oak and chrome, making 
it a great statement piece and a practical solution for 
your space. The cabinet measures 94 x 31.9 inches 
(238.6 x 81 cm), with an adjustable height of 12.2:13 

1220 PRS1-6F70 Modern Teapot 
Coffee Table 
Set For Small 
Living Room 
Creamy 
Luxurious 
Feeling TV 
Cabinet

428.13
This Electric Television Cabinet is perfect for a small 
living room. It has a sleek and modern style with a 
luxurious feel. It is made of light luxurious stone 
board and comes in four sizes  140*30*45, 
140*40*45, 160*30*45, 160*40*45, 180*30*45, 
180*40*45, 200*30*45, 200*40*45, and 220*30*45. 
The surface has round corners for a modern look and 
feel. The cabinet has a cream colored finish for a soft 

1221 PRS1-6F71 Italian Luxury 
Living Room 
Tall TV Cabinet 
Modern 
Minimalist 
Storage Cabinet

4489.67
This modern and minimal TV stand exudes luxury and 
sophistication. Made from imported metal varnish, it 
features a high foot design to fit larger TVs and 
maximize storage space for your TV components. The 
grand top can hold up to an 80-inch TV allowing you 
to showcase your prized media set-up. With a rich 
black matte finish and large cabinet, the TV stand can 
effortlessly fit into any room. The single drawer 

1222 PRS1-6F72 White Modern 
Minimalistic 
Solid Wood 
Suspended TV 
Cabinet

998.3
This modern and minimalistic Wooden Suspended 
Wall TV Cabinet is perfect for small living spaces. It 
comes in a cream white finish and is made of solid 
wood. The desktop has a wire hole for further 
enhancements. It also comes with coffee tables in 
sizes from 0.7m to 1.4m and TV cabinets from 1.6m to 
2.7m which can be divided into two sections. All 
pieces come in the same cream white finish, perfect 

1223 PRS1-6F73 Light Luxury 
Stone TV 
Cabinet 
Expandable 
Modern 
Minimalistic 
Living Room 
Home Small 
Size Creative 
tea table TV 
Cabinet 
Combination

1125.6
This combination set of TV cabinet, tea table and 
coffee tables is the perfect addition to any modern, 
minimalist living room. It features sleek and 
extendable wooden cabinets and tables made from 
either imported decorative stone panels or wood 
panels, and with a double circular tea table. With its 
flexibility in width and height, this combination set is 
suitable for any living space, regardless of size. The 
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1224 PRS1-6F74 Modern 
Minimalist 
Living Room TV 
Cabinet Tea 
Table 
Combination

125.96
Our modern living room tea table steel glass 
combination series includes 8 different types of fan-
shaped tea tables. All of the materials are of high 
quality, using steel and glass, with different sizes and 
colors available. The size of the tables range from 
80*50*45 cm to 100*60*45 cm, with both white and 
black frames and glass. The frames are made of steel 
for added strength and durability, and the glass is also 

1225 PRS1-6F75 Modern 
Minimalist 
Wooden TV 
Cabinet Set for 
Small Living 
Room

1407
This package includes an elegant 789 low-profile TV 
cabinet (available in either ordinary or flagship 
versions), 779 low-profile TV cabinet (available in 
either ordinary or flagship versions), 656 TV cabinet 
(available in either ordinary or flagship versions), a 
low-profile TV cabinet plus a 616 130cm coffee table 
(flagship version), low-profile TV cabinet plus a 616 
130cm coffee table, and three-drawer cabinet. All TV 

1226 PRS1-6F76 Modern 
Minimalist 
Living Room TV 
Cabinet 
Bookcase 
Combination

340.36
This modern and minimalistic television cabinet and 
bookcase combination is perfect for any living room 
or bedroom. It includes a high-quality white 100cm, 
120cm, 140cm, 160cm, and 180cm television cabinet, 
as well as a light grey 100cm, 120cm, 140cm, 160cm, 
and 180cm television cabinet. All of the cabinets 
come with installation included. Also included is a 
high-quality white television cabinet with an 

1227 PRS1-6F77 Suspended TV 
Cabinet Real 
Wood Wall 
Mount Storage 
Bedroom Living 
Room 
Background 
Wall Small 
Apartment 
White Floating 
TV Cabinet

333.66
This is the perfect TV cabinet for those limited in 
space looking to update their bedroom or living 
room. It offers nine sizes, ranging from 1.2 to 3.0 
meters, constructed with a range of white-colored 
materials, including selected solid wood, smooth rock 
panels and round corners. This floating TV cabinet is 
perfect for organizing your living environment and 
adding a touch of elegance. It can be hung on a wall 

1228 PRS1-6F78 Scandinavian 
TV Stand 
Coffee Table 
Set Living 
Room Home 
Floor White 
Minimalist TV 
Cabinet 
Platform

162.81
This Nordic television cabinet and coffee table 
combination is a perfect addition to any modern 
living room. It comes in a range of sizes from 1.2 
meters with three drawers to 4.0 meters with six 
drawers. The sleek white surface adds a touch of 
elegance and modernity to any room. It is made from 
high-quality materials that combine durability with 
style. The coffee table completes the look and makes 

1229 PRS1-6F79 Italian Designer 
Light Luxury 
Modern Black 
Floor Cabinet 
2m

7236
This luxurious and modern leather tv stand is a must-
have for every home. Crafted from Italian designer 
imported saddle leather, this slender piece has a 
width of two meters and comes in two distinct colors 
of deep coffee and khaki. Its minimalistic design is 
further accentuated by its black finishing, offering 
stylish storage for any living room or entertainment 
area. Its sturdy construction and exquisite 
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1230 PRS1-6F80 TV Cabinet 
Coffee Table 
Combination 
Modern Simple 
Small Luxury 
Living Room 
Floor Cabinet 
Home Standing 
Simple TV 
Cabinet

139.36
This modern and simple-style furniture set is perfect 
for minmalist small living rooms; It includes various 
sizes of TV cabinets in gray and white, ranging from 
1.2 meters to 2 meters. The materials used are of high 
quality, stong, durable and easy to clean. This group 
also comes with a 1-meter coffee table, allowing for 
more compfortable seating when enjoying your TV 
and shows. With this furniture set you can enjoy a 

1231 PRS1-6F81 Modern 
Wooden TV 
Cabinet Set

536
This modern TV cabinet set is made of pure solid 
wood and is perfect for small spaces. There are 
multiple options to choose from, including a single 
1.8m TV cabinet in either pure solid wood or a 
combination of solid wood and white color. There is 
also a set of 1.8m TV cabinet with a high cabinet and 
low cabinet, as well as one with all of those pieces 
plus a 1.2m teacup. The color options are pure solid 

1232 PRS1-6F82 Light Luxury 
Rock Slab 
Cabinet 
Minimalist 
Customized 
Tea Table TV 
Cabinet 
Combination 
Living Room 
Low Platform 
Storage Cabinet

1259.6
The Luxury Bright Stone Cabinet Modern Minimalist 
Customized Tea Table TV Cabinet Combination Living 
Room Low Platform Storage Cabinet offers a variety 
of sizes, colors and materials. There are six sizes of 
cabinets available in stock: 2.0, 2.2, 2.4, 3.0, 3.2, 3.6, 
3.8 and 4.0 meters, with or without drawers, and four 
sizes for special orders: 4.6, 4.8, 3.0 and 3.2 meters. 
Additionally, cabinets can be customized to meet 

1233 PRS1-6F83 Modern 
Minimalist 
Combination 
TV Cabinet Tea 
Table Small 
Apartment 
Hanging Luxury 
Creamy 
Bedroom Living 
Room Home 
Ground Cabinet

226.46
This modern and elegant television setting is perfect 
for small living spaces, offering luxury and lightness. It 
consists of a selection of TV cabinets ranging from 
120cm to 200cm wide, both in floor and haning 
versions. The cabinets are made of sleek and 
simplistic white material, making them the perfect 
centerpiece for a contemporary living room. The 
neutral color also allows them to easily blend in with 

1234 PRS1-6F84 Light Luxury 
Slate Coffee 
Table TV 
Cabinet 
Combination 
New Small 
Home Square 
Coffee Table 
Entertainment 
Center Cabinet

609.7
This new small size home set features a luxury and 
elegant style featuring 9mm thick solid rock panels. 
Included are a 1.3m side table, a 1.4m side table, a 
1.8m television cabinet, a 2.0m television cabinet, a 
2.2m television cabinet and a 2.4m television cabinet. 
The panel is 9mm thick in order to bring you the 
highest durable quality and texture. This set is able to 
bring a nice contemporary look to your home while 
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1235 PRS1-6F85 Modern 
Minimalist 
Chinese 
Wooden 
Teapoy TV 
Stand Set Living 
Room Walnut 
Color Nordic TV 
Cabinet

662.63
This Modern, Minimalist Living Room TV Stand and 
Side Table Combo is made of Chinese solid wood and 
is available in walnut. It includes 1.2m tea table, 1.5m 
TV Stand, 1.5m TV StandwithCabinet and 1.5m TV 
StandwithCabinet with tea table and 1.8m TV Stand, 
1.8m TV Stand with Cabinet, 1.8m TV Stand with 
Cabinet with Tea Table. With its sleek and simple 
design, it is sure to bring a touch of sophistication to 

1236 PRS1-6F86 Full Real Wood 
Luxury Modern 
Minimal Round 
Small Living 
Room Combo

1507.5
This luxury modern and minimalist living room 
furniture set consists of a solid wood full body TV 
cabinet, tea table, and round table. It is available in 
1.2m, 2.0m, 2.2m and 2.4m TV cabinets, 1.3m and 
1.4m tea tables and 0.8mwith 0.5m and 0.9mwith 
0.5m round tables. The default color is golden, while 
the black titanium color is also available. There 
aremultiple slate styles to choose from. The set is 

1237 PRS1-6F87 Modern 
Wooden TV 
Cabinet Tea 
Table Stylish 
Small Home 
Luxury

1775.5
This modern Chinese TV stand and tea table combo 
offers a combination of style and functionality that is 
perfect for any modern home. The TV stand and tea 
table are both made of solid wood and are available 
in a wide range of sizes and colors. The TV stand is 
offered in 1.8m, 2m, 2.2m and 2.4m sizes and the tea 
table is a 1.35m square. The stylish design emphasizes 
the lines of the wood, creating an attractive and 

1238 PRS1-6F88 Modern Tea 
Table Set for 
Small Living 
Room

481.73
This modern and elegant TV cabinet set is perfect for 
a small living space. It features chic cream finish with 
round edged luxurious marble panels. It comes with 3 
sizes, 140*30*32.5, 160*30*32.5 and 180*30*32.5, 
each offering adequate storage space. A bigger size of 
220*30*32.5 is also available. The stylish and 
contemporary marble surfaces add an extra layer of 
elegance to your living room. It is also available in 

1239 PRS1-6F89 Scandinavian 
Wood TV 
Cabinet Design 
for Small Home

924.6
This Scandinavian TV cabinet is perfect for small 
households. Its size is 180*45*54, 200*45*54, and 
220*45*54 respectively. It is crafted with a 
combination of white waxwood and walnut, ensuring 
its longevity and solidness. Besides its lasting 
sustainability, this furniture boasts impressive colors 
and customizable sizes to meet your needs. With its 
stylish aesthetic, minimalist design, and solid 

1240 PRS1-6F90 Modern 
Minimalist TV 
Cabinet Combo

1407
This Television Cabinet set is a minimalist furniture 
set with materials from North Europe, perfect for 
small spaces. This set includes a 789 Television 
Cabinet (High and Low version, with Standard and 
Flagship configurations), 779 Television Cabinet (Low 
version, with Standard and Flagship configurations), 
and 656 Television Cabinet (with Standard and 
Flagship configurations). For additional furniture, you 

1241 PRS1-6F91 High End White 
TV Cabinet for 
Small Modern 
Living Room

266.66
This high-end landing TV cabinet has a simple, 
modern design suitable for small home spaces. It 
comes in 9 door styles: 1: 2 door style (all glass 
doors), 2: 3 door style (central glass door), 3: 3 door 
style (all glass doors), 4: 3 door style (central glass 
door), 5: 3 door style (all glass doors), 6: 4 door style 
(central double glass door), 7: 4 door style (all glass 
doors), 8: 4 door style (central glass door), 9: 4 door 
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1242 PRS1-6F92 Scandinavian 
Minimalist TV 
Stand Coffee 
Table Set

305.52
This Scandinavian-style living room set features a 
variety of items crafted from solid wood, including a 
TV stand, four teacups and a sideboard. The TV 
cabinet is available in four sizes:1.4m, 1.6m, 1.8m and 
2m:and comes in a modern, minimalistic design that 
will complement any living space. The four 
teacups:which come in 1.1m and 1.2m sizes:offer an 
elegant touch to any afternoon tea, while the 

1243 PRS1-6F93 Scandinavian 
Modern Living 
Room TV 
Cabinet Tea 
TableSet

1005
This modern living room set is perfect for those who 
have a preference for the minimalist Nordic style. The 
television cabinet is made of solid wood and comes in 
a variety of colors and finishes. There are eight 
choices of colors to choose from, including original 
wood, black, white, gray, and brown. It is also 
available in different sizes to fit any size room. The 
tea table complements the wooden TV cabinet, 

1244 PRS1-6F94 Luxuriously 
Modern 
Minimalistic 
Shiny Stone 
Painted Tea 
Table TV 
Cabinet 
Combination 
Small 
Apartment 
Living Room

1206
This living room furniture combination boasts a light 
and modern design, brimmed with a touch of luxury. 
It contains a 60 x 90 cm coffee table with champagne 
gold finish, two 2 m TV cabinets with both 
champagne gold and black titanium gold finish, two 
2.2m TV cabinets with both champagne gold and 
black titanium finishes, and one 2.4 m TV cabinet with 
both champagne gold and black titanium finishes. The 

1245 PRS1-6F95 Retro Cream TV 
Stand Tea 
Table Set for 
Small Living 
Room 
Cupboard

991.6
This retro-cream wind electrical cabinet with tea 
tables combination is perfect for small apartments. 
The package includes nine choices with different size 
and combination of electrical cabinet and tea tables. 
Package 1,2 and 3 have the electrical cabinets that 
measure 1.8m, 2m, and 2.2m, respectively. Package 4, 
5 and 6 have one tea table and the corresponding size 
electric cabinet. Package 7, 8 and 9 have one tea table 

1246 PRS1-6F96 Modern 
Compact Home 
TV Cabinet Set

1058.6
This TV cabinet combo is a perfect fit for small living 
spaces. The 1.8m and 2.0m wall mounted TV cabinet 
comes with three and four drawers respectively. It is 
made of Italian materials, with a sleek and 
contemporary design, modern and stylish looking. 
The two small round side tables provide a great 
storage solution and measure either 80with40cm or 
90with40cm. The combo is available in a range of 

1247 PRS1-6F97 Black Rock 
Shelf TV Stand 
Tea Table Set 
Contemporary 
Minimalist 
Living Room 
Home Platform 
Light Luxury 
Solid Wood TV 
Cabinet

797.3
This modern and minimalistic living room combo set 
is made from light and luxurious solid wood, and is 
comprised of a black slab television cabinet, a 1.8m 
painted surface television cabinet, a 2m painted 
surface television cabinet, a 2.2m painted surface 
television cabinet, a 2.4m painted surface television 
cabinet, a 1.1m painted surface coffee table, a 1.3m 
painted surface coffee table, a 1.8m painted surface 
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1248 PRS1-6F98 Modern 
Suspended TV 
Cabinet Set

146.06
This minimalist and modern TV cabinet set is perfect 
for compact living rooms or bedrooms. Featuring a 
sleek and minimalistic design, the sets consist of one 
television cabinet with a variety of dimensions 
available, including 160*28*20CM, 180*28*20CM, 
200*28*20CM, 220*28*20CM, and 240*28*20CM. 
What's more, the sets also offer various color options, 
such as pure warm white, and a combination of warm 

1249 PRS1-6F99 Modern 
Minimalist TV 
Cabinet Tea 
Table 
Combination 
Set

415.4
This contemporary collection consists of a 
combination of light luxury granite panel tea table, TV 
cabinet, Kungfu tea table and a small tea table are all 
made with modern and simplistic design. The sizes 
range from large and small round tea tables, 1.3m 
Kung Fu tea tables, 1.8m TV cabinets and 2m and 
2.2m TV cabinets. The collection is available in choice 
of colors and materials, and contains a free gift of two 

1250 PRS1-
6F100

Modern 
Minimalist TV 
Cabinet Tea 
Table 
Combination 
Cream Style 
Home 
Television 
Cabinet Low 
Cabinet Living 
Room Cabinet

924.6
Modern and simple TV cabinet, tea table and side 
table combination set for small homes is available in 
three different sizes, ranging from 1.8m to 2.2m. It is 
carefully crafted with high quality materials, making it 
perfect for any living room. The furniture is available 
in a range of styles, sizes and colors, so it can 
coordinate with any decoration. The TV cabinet has a 
cream-colored finish that adds a bright and modern 

1251 PRS1-
6F101

European Style 
Marble Tv 
Cabinet

544.64
Made of wood panels. Cabinet size: 180*46*45cm 
with length at options of: 180cm, 200cm, 220cm.


